1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

No matter one\'s perspective, microbial communities are mind-bogglingly complex \[[@RSTB20190248C1]--[@RSTB20190248C3]\]. The sense of complexity comes not just from the vast number of often densely packed cells \[[@RSTB20190248C4],[@RSTB20190248C5]\], or the genetic, physiological and functional diversity of types \[[@RSTB20190248C6]--[@RSTB20190248C8]\], but particularly from the recognition that cells in close proximity compete and interact \[[@RSTB20190248C9],[@RSTB20190248C10]\]. The range, scale and dynamic of these interactions are largely unknown. Attempts to comprehend the multiplicity of effects, including those on the patterning of diversity, addle the mind.

But the challenge is even more acute: ecology is only part of the picture. Ecological processes determine the selective conditions that drive evolutionary change, which in turn feed back to affect patterns of diversity, which prompt further evolutionary change in iterative and continual cycles \[[@RSTB20190248C11],[@RSTB20190248C12]\]. But what is the dynamic of this process? Over what spatial and temporal scales should the effects be measured? How can the effects even be measured? Does evolution matter, or is it all just ecology? How does the field move beyond description of types to the point where insight emerges into the feedback between ecological and evolutionary process---ideally with links to function? How do we even decide what matters? Is it conceivable that community function is shaped by processes that are intrinsic to community complexity?

At one level, answers to most of these questions are apparent and we do not wish to downplay the enormous advances that have come from the ability to describe community composition \[[@RSTB20190248C13],[@RSTB20190248C14]\], or from the use of simplified model communities composed of representative types \[[@RSTB20190248C12],[@RSTB20190248C15],[@RSTB20190248C16]\], including interactions \[[@RSTB20190248C17],[@RSTB20190248C18]\], but here we aim to advocate thinking about communities as dynamic systems. Such a view places emphasis on process, on the connection between process and function, and on the connection between process and ecological opportunity. It brings to the fore eco-evolutionary feedbacks between genes, the phenotypes they determine, and the effects wrought by selection acting on phenotypic differences among the populations that compose communities and even ecosystems \[[@RSTB20190248C11]\]. Ultimately, it raises the possibility that microbial communities might be shaped by processes, such as that mediated by horizontal gene transfer (HGT), that while recognized at the population level, assume, in the context of communities, a dynamic and impact that remain under-appreciated. If true, then simplification, for example through use of synthetic or model communities---typically such a powerful way of doing science---may fail to capture community-level processes.

2.. Dynamics from genomics and metagenomics {#s2}
===========================================

One strategy is to adopt standard population genetic approaches and apply these to the analysis of communities. Such approaches allow the drivers of evolutionary change to be deduced from patterns of diversity. For example, the relative contributions of mutation, recombination, migration, selection and genetic drift can be inferred from patterns of allelic variation provided by DNA sequence data \[[@RSTB20190248C19]\]. From such data, and via the tools of population genetics, it is even possible to predict future changes in patterns of diversity \[[@RSTB20190248C20]\]. The kind of data and routes to analysis are well established for individual populations and species (see for example \[[@RSTB20190248C21]\]), but an extension to complex microbial communities is in its infancy.

Two kinds of information are important. The first concerns the traits under selection, and the second concerns evolutionary processes affecting the spread of mutants, both within and between communities. Work using comparative genomics and model organisms has shed light on the traits under selection in communities ranging from the gut microbiome \[[@RSTB20190248C22]\] to the CF lung \[[@RSTB20190248C23]\], to endosymbiotic communities of sponges \[[@RSTB20190248C24]\] and communities of microbial mats \[[@RSTB20190248C25]\].

Data providing insight into processes affecting the spread of mutants within the context of communities are not so easily acquired. Much is in principle possible via whole-genome sequence analysis of communities (metagenomics); however, at the present time most metagenomic data come from high-throughput sequencing platforms such as Illumina that deliver an abundance of sequence reads, but of typically short length (in the range of 150--300 bp). Such data are difficult to deal with from a population genetic perspective, because of uncertainty over the linkage between independent reads. For example, a metagenomic dataset that shows a high level of mismatch when reads are aligned to a given reference genome may derive from a community that contains a single strain, or multiple divergent strains \[[@RSTB20190248C26]\].

Advances in computational approaches have led to improved abilities to detect variants within individual species \[[@RSTB20190248C27]--[@RSTB20190248C29]\] and even to identify individual strains \[[@RSTB20190248C28],[@RSTB20190248C30]\] within complex datasets, but only very recently have analyses emerged that provide insight into the dynamic of the evolutionary process.

A recent study \[[@RSTB20190248C31]\] focused on the most abundant strains from gut microbiomes and limited inquiries to hosts with lineages of bacteria whose genetic structure was simple so that it was possible to assign alleles to a dominant lineage with high confidence. With focus on 40 prevalent species from hundreds of previously published human stool metagenomes---with some samples taken at multiple time points---Garud *et al.* \[[@RSTB20190248C31]\] drew numerous inferences concerning evolutionary and ecological dynamics. Many findings are worth noting. Firstly, evidence was provided of both short- and long-term evolutionary change. This is important because it says that evolution in microbial communities really does happen: evolutionary and ecological processes shape patterns of diversity in the microbiome---and by extension in microbial communities more generally. This finding fits with studies using culturable focal organisms that we mention briefly below \[[@RSTB20190248C32],[@RSTB20190248C33]\]. Secondly, they showed changes in patterns of sequence diversity indicative of local adaptation on short timescales, but also extinction events over longer timescales, with the latter mediated by migration from different hosts.

Thirdly, and perhaps most intriguingly, the data of Garud *et al.* \[[@RSTB20190248C31]\] did not sit in full accord with expectations from simple null models from population genetics. This supports the idea that eco-evolutionary dynamics in microbial communities may be influenced by community-level processes---particularly HGT---whose effects are not simply an extension of what we have come to understand from the study of populations and species \[[@RSTB20190248C34],[@RSTB20190248C35]\].

Despite caveats and uncertainties, the work of Garud *et al.* \[[@RSTB20190248C31]\] shows that dynamical processes within natural microbial communities do occur, that they can be quantified and that quantification can lead to reliable inferences. With advances in single-molecule sequencing technologies now yielding single reads in excess of 10 kilobase pairs (kbp) (and as high as 2 Mbp), combined with bioinformatic pipelines for analysis of metagenomic data \[[@RSTB20190248C36]\], there is every reason to expect community-level genomics to lead to the kinds of insights that genomics has delivered for the analysis of populations and species.

Uncertainties that stem from sole reliance on metagenomic data can to some extent be overcome by combining genome sequence from individual (culturable) isolates with metagenomic data. Zhao *et al.* \[[@RSTB20190248C33]\] explored within-host evolution of *Bacteroides fragilis*, a commensal from the large intestine of humans. They began with isolation and sequencing of more than 600 individual *B. fragilis* isolates from stool samples from 12 individual humans. While much was learned from the analysis of these genomes, including the fine-scale dynamics of within-host diversification, insight into broader community-level dynamics, and particularly impact of the community of gut microbes on evolution of the focal isolates, came from mapping metagenomic data---acquired from the same human subjects---onto the 600 *B. fragilis* genomes.

From such mapping, Zhao *et al.* were able to demonstrate the transfer of mobile genetic elements from the broader community, into specific focal strains. Additionally, using the same approach, but combined with densely sampled metagenomic time series from a subset of subjects, the authors were able to investigate evolutionary dynamics at a high level of temporal resolution. This provided evidence of the coexistence of multiple *B. fragilis* sub-lineages, which prompted laboratory-based experiments to explore the stability of the observed polymorphisms.

Interestingly, findings from *in vitro* work did not recapitulate observations derived from the metagenomic data. As the authors point out, such findings draw attention to the difficulties of reconstructing simplified microbial communities *in vitro*. To us, there seems little *a priori* reason to suspect that what happens in artificial medium devoid of community context will recapitulate multipartite interactions that underpin eco-evolutionary dynamics in natural communities \[[@RSTB20190248C37]\]. This forcefully emphasizes the power of metagenomics, especially when combined with the reference genomes, to provide insight into dynamical processes affecting the fate of microbes in complex and diverse communities.

3.. Dynamics from meta3C {#s3}
========================

A typical metagenomic study delivers millions of short DNA sequence reads that, depending on the depth of coverage, might be assembled into hundreds of thousands of contiguous sequences (contigs), with an average contig size in the kilobase pair range. Knowledge of contig proximity is largely absent and thus ability to assemble them into genomes is limited. When the community comprises a diverse range of species (each composed of numerous lineages), then even mapping to reference genomes (where they exist) may fail to improve matters. Many of the difficulties would be solved if it were possible to assemble contigs into complete genomes. A technique known as 3C (chromosome conformation capture), or Hi-C, does precisely this, but additionally provides quantitative data on interactions among DNA molecules. The latter in particular stands to revolutionize understanding of dynamical processes within communities.

The technique (3C) measures physical contacts by DNA segments within and between DNA molecules and has been used extensively to analyse the three-dimensional structure of genomes \[[@RSTB20190248C38]\]. We refer the reader to specialized literature for detailed protocols (or for a review, see \[[@RSTB20190248C39]\]), but in brief, contacts are frozen in time by the addition of a cross-linking agent. The trapped DNA is then digested with a restriction endonuclease and the cut fragments then re-ligated. This results in a strong bias toward fragments that, prior to digestion, were physically close and thus likely to share the same cellular compartment. The frequency distribution of events is determined by paired-end sequencing. Knowledge of the distribution, combined with the fact that the distribution follows the laws of polymer physics, is then used to identify synteny between DNA fragments up to several hundred kilobase pairs apart.

Koszul and colleagues \[[@RSTB20190248C40]\] recognized that 3C had utility beyond studying the structure of individual chromosomes and could be applied to metagenomic data (they coined the term meta3C) to not only assemble contigs into chromosomes, but also capture interactions between chromosomes and accessory elements such as bacteriophages and plasmids. The latter can be further used to identify the range of chromosomes (and thus cells) that such elements co-associate with and even the temporal dynamic of associations. For example, a plasmid that exists in cell A and also cell B will show evidence of interaction (DNA--DNA contact) with the chromosomes of both A and B. With temporally- and time-resolved data the dynamic of the association can be measured.

That it is possible to track mobile genetic elements within complex communities by capturing DNA contacts within and between DNA molecules was powerfully demonstrated by applying meta3C to the mouse gut microbiome \[[@RSTB20190248C41]\]. From a single meta3C library Marbouty *et al.* \[[@RSTB20190248C41]\] were able to assemble numerous bacterial chromsomes and bacterio phages and to identify the association between bacterio phages and their respective bacterial hosts.

In a recent study, Yaffe & Relman \[[@RSTB20190248C42]\] took the same meta3C approach coupled with a probabilistic modelling framework to resolve 88 genomes from human gut microbiomes and thousands of accessory elements. Integral to the study were samples from two individuals spaced by an interval of 10 years. Armed with this temporal dimension, the authors quantified the evolutionary fate of elements over the 10-year period, the extent of selection on the core genomes, and eco-evolutionary dynamics of the accessory elements, and even measured rates of HGT. The latter, 4--19 genes per year, exceeded core site substitution rates for the majority of genomes.

This level of insight from culture-independent and reference genome-free strategies is impressive. The door to further discovery is now wide open, with these studies already providing a glimpse of dynamical processes within complex communities---especially those associated with mobile genetic elements and HGT---that are likely fundamental to how microbial communities function and evolve. In fact, evidence of substantive movement of DNA between community members is the essence of the black queen hypothesis \[[@RSTB20190248C43],[@RSTB20190248C44]\] and likely plays a significant role in distributing genes necessary for community function among cellular lineages \[[@RSTB20190248C45]\].

4.. Experimental manipulation of dynamics {#s4}
=========================================

A complementary approach to those involving direct observation is to impose some kind of experimental manipulation on a given community, ideally affecting a single evolutionary (or ecological) process, and to then determine the effect of the manipulation both on the underlying eco-evolutionary dynamics of community members and on community function. We mention one such manipulation that derives from our own recent work. The research article appears elsewhere in this special issue \[[@RSTB20190248C46]\]; thus we provide only brief mention here.

Inspiration for the experiment came in part from the power and elegance of selection experiments with single genotype microbes, where evolutionary change arising after a period of serial propagation can be attributed primarily to mutation and selection \[[@RSTB20190248C47]\]. As discussed above, a process of significance for microbial communities---and which may have community-level properties, dynamics and effects---is the transfer of genetic material between often distantly related bacteria by bacteriophages and other selfish genetic elements (SGEs) \[[@RSTB20190248C48],[@RSTB20190248C49]\]. A rough analogy might equate such a process with sexual reproduction within species.

Studies of the evolutionary consequences of sex have been most powerfully analysed via experiments in which the evolutionary performances of isogenic sexual and asexual types have been compared. While not possible in most species, the genetic tractability of yeast delivered the necessary strains, and analysis of the rate at which each type adapted to new environments showed that sex enhances the pace of adaptive evolution \[[@RSTB20190248C50],[@RSTB20190248C51]\].

Given that sex has this impact on the evolutionary dynamics of species---along with numerous other consequences---what impact might lateral gene transfer have on communities? Could the process be manipulated in a manner akin to the yeast experiment? Drawing upon theory surrounding SGEs \[[@RSTB20190248C52]--[@RSTB20190248C54]\], long-term persistence of such elements requires periodic exposure to new hosts \[[@RSTB20190248C55]\]. In the absence of such exposure, and thus an opportunity for transfer, the selection is powerless to prevent loss of transfer ability. That loss occurs is evidenced by the remnants of prophages that litter bacterial genomes \[[@RSTB20190248C56],[@RSTB20190248C57]\]. Conversely, frequent exposure to new hosts is expected to breathe evolutionary life into SGEs.

Accordingly, experimental communities comprising hundreds of microbial genera were established from independent samples of garden compost and maintained on paper (cellulose) as a sole carbon source with bi-weekly serial transfer. After establishment, each community was divided in two, with one subject to 'vertical' and the other to 'horizontal' transfer of SGEs. Vertical transmission was achieved simply by serial dilution. For the horizontal treatment, SGEs were collected from each of the horizontal communities, pooled and then redistributed among all horizontal communities. The experiment was maintained for 1 year (for details see \[[@RSTB20190248C46]\]).

During the course of the experiment, DNA samples were collected at regular intervals from all mesocosms and subjected to metagenomic analyses. As evident in the accompanying paper \[[@RSTB20190248C46]\], the horizontal treatment expected to fuel life of SGEs was highly effective at moving not just SGEs, but also genes of ecological significance. In fact, just two weeks following the division of communities into horizontal and vertical treatments, 17% of all sequence reads (from a total of 2.6 million reads per mesocosm) were derived from allopatric communities. On assembly, these allopatric sequence reads produced an average of approximately 3300 contigs greater than 1 kb per horizontal mesocosm. This extraordinary flux of DNA between communities is clear evidence of a highly dynamic process.

By read-mapping metagenomic data from time points taken throughout the experiment back on reference genomes from phages and other mobile DNA obtained at the start of the experiment, it was possible to capture the dynamics of amplification and dissemination. Moreover, analysis of horizontally transferred DNA revealed the movement of genes predicted to contribute to community function. These included genes implicated in the degradation of cellulose, iron scavenging and nitrogen metabolism. This prompted functional assays of ammonification, which showed significantly more ammonia in mesocosms in which SGEs transferred horizontally, compared with mesocosms in which SGEs were deprived of encountering new hosts, thus linking genes to community function.

Although scraping just the surface of community complexity, this experimental approach demonstrates that it is possible to study complex and hugely diverse communities in a dynamical way, akin to a researcher interested in the evolutionary and ecological implications of sex. Moreover, the experimental strategy can be readily applied elsewhere. For example, glass mesocosms containing paper could be substituted by mice. Further insight stands to come from the application of metagenomic strategies targeting mRNA \[[@RSTB20190248C58]\]. Additional possibilities arise from spiking communities with specific genotypes whose dynamics are tracked at high resolution using bar-coding in conjunction with periodic genome re-sequencing \[[@RSTB20190248C59]\]. The latter in particular allows the impact of community on the evolution of individual genotypes to be determined \[[@RSTB20190248C32],[@RSTB20190248C33]\]. Further insight into dynamics at a very high level of resolution stands to come from the application of meta3C technologies as described in the section above (§3).

5.. Dynamic interactions {#s5}
========================

In the spirit of embracing microbial community complexity, one additional and potentially fruitful route to progress involves top-down engineering of communities through manipulations that cause communities to become units of selection in their own right \[[@RSTB20190248C60]--[@RSTB20190248C67]\]. Such manipulations have immense practical applications in medicine, agriculture and biotechnology \[[@RSTB20190248C61]\], but additionally provide a route to study the evolution of interactions that underpin community stability and function \[[@RSTB20190248C67],[@RSTB20190248C68]\].

The idea that communities can be manipulated as units of selection was articulated 30 years ago \[[@RSTB20190248C60]\] and realized in various experimental forms over ensuing years \[[@RSTB20190248C64],[@RSTB20190248C65],[@RSTB20190248C69]\]. The idea is simple and draws upon the logic of Darwinism: entities, for example, communities of cells, will participate in the process of evolution by natural selection provided the communities vary one from another, communities replicate, and offspring communities resemble parental types. An additional requirement is that at least some of the variation between communities be linked to replicative success \[[@RSTB20190248C70],[@RSTB20190248C71]\].

Researchers can readily confine communities to discrete patches, for example, by placing independent communities in separate test tubes, flasks, mice, insects, or similarly bounded structures. After a period of cell growth, community performance can be assessed using some assay of function \[[@RSTB20190248C72]\]. This may even involve assay of the metaorganism, which combines microbial community and host organism. On the basis of the assay results, poor-performing communities are marked for extinction, whereas remaining communities are diluted and allowed to reproduce. Reproduction occurs by allowing successful communities to establish more than a single new community. This process, in which (artificial) selection acts on lineages of communities, can generate surprising effects. This comes from the fact that selection operates on at least two timescales: the doubling time of individual cells and the doubling time of communities \[[@RSTB20190248C63],[@RSTB20190248C69],[@RSTB20190248C73]\]. Because success or failure of communities over the longer timescale depends on the function of community members, selection rewards those communities whose cells contribute toward community function: selection over the longer timescale stands to trump short-term within-community selection.

While both variation among communities and reproduction of communities are readily achievable, the extent to which offspring communities resemble parental communities is, at least initially, much less certain. Consider for a moment a hypothetical community composed of 10 different species that exceeds a measure of community-level performance provided each species is present at an approximately equivalent ratio. Such a community is thus selected and divided in two, giving rise to two offspring communities. Assuming no interactions among cells, stochastic effects of sampling arising during the dilution phase make it unlikely that the newly founded communities will recapitulate the parental community. Accordingly, the two offspring communities likely face extinction after the next assay. Consider then, the evolution of interactions among constituent species that improve the likelihood that the parental phenotype is recapitulated: a community with such capacity will, therefore, spread as a consequence of community-level selection. The process of community-level selection thus favours the evolution of interactions that increasingly align the reproductive fate of cells with that of the community \[[@RSTB20190248C67]\]. Taken to the extreme, derived communities, after many generations of community-level selection, are likely to become organism-like, rather like insects and their symbionts, or the eukaryotic cell that evolved from a community of once independently replicating archaebacterial- and eubacterial-like cells \[[@RSTB20190248C60]\].

Treatment of communities as units of selection thus offers the opportunity not only to engineer communities, but to observe the evolution of interactions, the dynamic of which can be followed using the tools and strategies of metagenomics and associated technologies discussed above. In addition to insight into dynamics, the tools of genetics, molecular biology and biochemistry can be applied to deconstruct---and in future, recapitulate---events leading to the emergence of communities capable of participating directly in the process of evolution by natural selection as units in their own right and with the necessary Darwinian properties being endogenously determined by the communities themselves.

6.. Conclusion {#s6}
==============

Mounting evidence supports the view that microbial communities are complex dynamic systems. Interactions among an immense diversity of types shape the relationship between cells and their biotic and abiotic environment. These myriad of interactions---which are not hardwired---establish feedbacks between the environment each cell experiences and determines the future eco-evolutionary response of those cells and descendant lineages. This acts to further change the nature of interactions, provoking continual change---and change that maybe further influenced by the migration of communities between environments \[[@RSTB20190248C34]\]. The challenge of studying such dynamic systems is considerable.

Here, we have advocated approaches that embrace this complexity. The reason for doing so stems from our sense that microbial community function depends on processes that are intrinsic to the system itself: simplify, via, for example, analysis of the interactions among a small number of focal genotypes maintained under laboratory conditions, and the opportunity to detect and quantify processes that define the system may well be lost. On one level this is trivial: if the nitrogen cycle requires 10 species to operate, then a two-fold reduction of diversity will clearly eliminate a given community\'s capacity to cycle nitrogen. But there is arguably a further and analogous layer of functional significance that embraces ecologically significant genes moved by HGT.

There are parallels between this view and that recently advocated by Doolittle and colleagues \[[@RSTB20190248C35],[@RSTB20190248C74]\], the so named 'it\'s the song not the singer' (ITSNTS) theory. ITSNTS argues the importance of recognizing that selection can act on processes leading to persistence of, for example, microbial communities, even though such communities are for the most part not participating directly in the process of evolution by natural selection---at least not as units in the sense of Lewontin \[[@RSTB20190248C70]\]. By encompassing a process-focused view, attention shifts to the nature of the process that sustains function. In the context of microbial communities, a process with the capacity to ensure persistence of function, and that is arguably shaped by selection, is HGT. The movement of genes between individuals in diverse communities serves to promote convergence upon shared function provided by diverse components \[[@RSTB20190248C45]\]. Taking this a further step, there exists the intriguing possibility that the genetic information moved between entities defines a community-level interaction network that achieves a dynamic and functional effect that vastly exceeds the sum of the component HGT events.

There are important implications that arise from this way of thinking, but first the hypothesis needs testing. A testable prediction is that any emergent community-level effect of HGT will depend on the diversity of interacting components. For example, a community-level process dependent on a network of genetic interactions is likely to require the number of interacting partners---and thus combinatorial possibilities---to exceed a threshold level. If so, then one way to explore its existence would be to manipulate resource availability and measure the functional impact of ensuing changes in diversity on the presumed community-level process.
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[^1]: One contribution of 19 to a theme issue '[Conceptual challenges in microbial community ecology](http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rstb/375/1798)'.
